
Built-In Vacuums
Since 1989

Powerful  
     Thoro-Vac 
Central Vacuums 
for a Cleaner 
     Healthier Home



Why choose it?

Efficient*

Durable and efficient  

motor with conical  

base to maximize  

air volume.

Powerful
The suction strength is maximal and constant, 

no matter the type of filtration chosen. 

Non-Allergenic*

Filters provided with a HEPA membrane treatment that  

prevents growth and proliferation of mold and bacteria  

which can cause allergies and some respiratory disorders.

Quiet
Acoustic foam and rubber 

components soundproof the unit. 

Sturdy
Premium quality  

steel protected by  

thermohardening paint.

Carbon 
dust filter*1

Captures the fine black 

carbon dust produced  

by the unit’s motor(s). 

Pet Friendly
For you pet lovers!

The Thoro-Vac Pet Friendly 

Series have either a  

self-cleaning filter, or a 

disposable bag option,  

or both; thus protecting  

the motor 100% from  

pet hair build up inside 

the motor fans to prevent 

premature motor failure.  

* Select models only 
1 Patented



Three types of  
filtration to meet  
your needs

Convenient
Your vacuum unit can be used with or without  

a bag, at any time! The choice is yours!

Efficient
Used with a bag: vacuumed debris is trapped inside the bag. 

Used without a bag: filtration is ensured by a self-cleaning 

filter that captures microscopic particles which are filtered 

down to 0.3 microns.

Powerful
With or without a bag, you get constant maximum power  

in spite of the volume of dust vacuumed.

Hybrid  
Filtration

V18, V25, G35, G70,  
G500DS, GTP240L

Efficient
The cone-shaped structure creates a cyclonic  

action that separates dust from air and keeps it at  

the bottom of the canister.

Convenient
The very easy-to-clean canister requires very  

little maintenance.

Eco-friendly and Economic 
No additional accessories are required (no bag, no filter)!

Pure   
Cyclonic Action

HD800c  
Cyclonic  
HD Collector

Electrostatic 
filter bag

V10

Powerful
Constant power despite the volume of dust 

and debris inside the bag. 

Hygienic 
Nothing to handle; simply remove the bag and discard it! 

This series is recommended for people with dust allergies. 



More Power
Thoro-Vac’s power units feature the  

powerful AIR WATT SERIES motors. 

The use of a tapered rotating fan and 

high tech motor design accelerates air 

more efficiently, which increases air flow, 

meaning more cleaning power.

Very compact and 
silent, this model  
is ideal for condos

Hepa Filtration
•  The permanent self-cleaning filter OR the electrostatic filter bag (conversion fitting 

included) allow for constant cleaning power, no matter the volume of dust inside.

•  HEPA membrane filters made with fluoropolymer offer the greatest allergy protection 

available, as dust particles are filtered out conveniently and do not stick to the mem-

brane. The non-stick membrane minimizes clogging and increases filter efficiency  

at 0.3 microns.

 A human hair = 75 microns  |  A dust mite = 10 microns

Technical 
data V10 V18 V25 G35 G70

Water lift (H2O) 123” 123" 140.5" 140.5" 144.9"

Airwatts 700 AW 700 AW 756 AW 756 AW 660 AW

Air flow 122 CFM 122 CFM 138 CFM 138 CFM 135.8 CFM

Decibels 58 dB 58 dB 56 dB 55 dB 64 dB

Max amps 12 A 12 A 14.5 A 14.5 A 14.1 A

Voltage 120 V 120 V 120 V 120 V 120 V

Number of motors 1 1 1 1 1

Turbines per motor 1 1 2 2 3

Diameter 11.9" 12" 11.9" 14.1" 14.1"

Height 22.8" 38.5" 38.75" 39" 39.75"

Canister capacity N/A 17.4 L 17.4 L 23.3 L 23.3 L

Bag capacity 16 L 20 L 20 L 22 L 22 L

Carbon dust filter ✔

Muffler ✔ ✔ ✔

Utility inlet ✔ ✔ ✔

Dual intake ✔ ✔ ✔

Venting Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

Warranty1 7 years (100%) + 5 years (50%)* 10 years (100%) + 5 years (50%)*

SQ. feet 5 000 5 000 8 000 10 000 10 000

Filtration principle Bag Hybrid Filtration

At their best in 
residential homes

Amongst the most  
silent central vacuums 
on the market

ASK US ABOUT THE 25 YEAR WARRANTY



Carbon Dust Filter1

Available on some Thoro-Vac models, our  exclusive and 

innovative carbon dust filtration system. This  captures 

the fine black dust produced by the  motor which is 

 normally deposited on walls and surfaces  surrounding 

your central vacuum unit. This carbon dust filter is a first 

in the central vacuum industry.

Ultra Quiet
With our anti-vibration molded gasket 

and our unique soundproofing concept, 

our units are astonishingly quiet as sound 

emissions start at only 55 decibels. As the 

unit is located away from the living area, 

your environment is quieter. You will barely 

even notice when the unit is functioning.

HD800c G500ds
GTP240L

in series in parallel

124.6" 145.9" 254" 149.2"

495 AW 530 AW 1354 AW 

115.8 CFM 102.5 CFM 136.7 CFM 273.4 CFM 

71 dB 71 dB 72 dB 70 dB

13.5 A 14.3 A 14.6 A

120 V 120 V 240 V

1 1 2

2 3 2

14.1" 14.1" unit 1: 14.1" | unit 2: 11"

40.2" 40" unit 1: 42" | unit 2: 17"

23.3 L 23.3 L 23.3 L

N/A 22 L 22 L

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

Required Optional Optional

10 years 15 years  
or 950 hours*

15 years  
or 750 hours*

8 000 12 000 20 000

Cyclonic Action Hybrid Filtration

1  Warranty for domestic use only.     *  Optional 25 year warranty (residential only).

1  Patent pending

Best for 
Commercial Use

Full cyclonic – no filter 
equals maximum 
performance

Quality Built Since 1989
Thoro-Vac Maintains its quality with motors rated for 

800 plus hours or in translation 15-32 years of Quality, 

Longevity, and Performance.

Central vacuums are 
very different from 
portable vacuums.
They require the installation of a PVC piping system, 
generally inside the walls. This pipe network 
can easily be upgraded to store the Retraflex® 
retractable hose.

Benefits of Central Vac:

• Central vacuums do not release dust and odors 
into the surroundings.

• The durability and lifespan of a central vacuum      
 is much greater than that of a canister vacuum.

• Installing a central vacuum in your home is 
an added value to your property should you 
choose to sell your home. 

• Long hose to conveniently clean stairs, top of 
cabinets, in between furniture. 

• Quieter operation and more suction. 

• Conveniences of Dustpans, Wallyflex’s, and 
Retractable hoses.



Healthy home
With all Thoro-Vac systems, dust and odors can be vented 

outside and not re-circulated to settle back on upholstery, 

drapes, or just-vacuumed carpets. 100% of vacuumed  

dirt dust, and allergens are eliminated when venting to the 

outside*, creating a HEALTHIER HOME.

* A garage installation provides the same benefits.

Installation kits & Accessories Available

Attachment    Vac Caddy 
      Rack

12” Deluxe Floor Brush  10” Soft Bristle Floor Brush 12” or 14” Floor Brush W/Wheels 10” or 12” Combo Tool

Mop Heads 36” Crevice Tool Flex Crevice Tool

Pet Grooming Tool 

Rug Rat

Automatic Dustpan 
Flex Hose

Angle brush Handheld electric  
powerhead

*Vacpans     Can Sweeps                                                                                         
*Available with LED Lights

Quilted Hose Cover Vac Soc

WallyFlex CordedDirect Connect  
Super Valve

Deluxe 2 inlet Installation Kit W/Exhaust KD2-40 KE1-201 Inlet Expansion Kit 12” Deluxe Floor Brush Kit 10” Floor Brush Kit

Shag Rug Tool

wallyflex.com



K3005 Standard Car Care Kit
With 30’ 11/4” light weight crush-proof hose.

K3010 Deluxe Car Care Kit 
With 30’ 1 3/8” commercial quality  crush-proof hose and 
metal curved handle.

K5005
50’ Deluxe garage kit with accessories.

K3012 
30’ 1 3/8” commercial quality crush-proof hose, 3-piece deluxe 
tool set,  10” combo tool,  telescopic wand, hose hanger, and 
tool bag. 

*Hose lengths:  30’, 40’, 50’, and 60’.

K30-PN33 
30' 1 3/8" crush-proof Eco hose, 3-way switch, electric 
powerhead with flat belt, height adjustment, dirt sensor, 
quick release and head light, telescopic wands, 3-piece 
tool set, 12” floor brush, hose hanger, and tool caddy.

*Hose length: 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’

K3018 
30’ 1 3/8” crush-proof low volt hose, on/off switch, Turbo 
Cat powerhead, 3-piece deluxe tool set, telescopic wand, 
12” floor brush, hose hanger, and tool bag.  

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’, and 50’.

K30-BC6115  
30’ 13/8” crush-proof Eco hose, 3-way switch, deluxe 
 electric  powerhead with, height  adjustment, LED head light, 
 telescopic wands, deluxe 3-piece tool set, 12” floor brush, 
hose hanger, and tool caddy.  

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’.  
*For super valves order as (DC).

K3085-TV (ET-2) 15” 
30’ 13/8” crush-proof TV hose, 3-way switch,  commercial 
grade Sebo  powerhead with geared belt, height 
adjustment, easy-out roller, swivel neck,  integrated wand, 
t elescopic wand, 3-piece deluxe tool set, 15” floor brush, 
hose hanger, and tool bag.  

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’
*For super valves order as (DC)
*See colors below.

ET-1W ET-1R ET-2WET-1B ET-2R

*Photos for illustrative purposes only. Actual products may vary.

K30-360WW -TV  
30’ 13/8” crush-proof TV hose, 3-way switch, deluxe electric 
powerhead with LED head light, height adjustment, geared 
belt, quick wand release, swivel neck, integrated wand, 
telescopic wand, deluxe 3-piece tool set, 12” floor brush, 
hose hanger, and tool bag.  

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’  
*For super valves order as (DC)

K3014 
30’ 1 3/8” crush-proof low volt hose with  
on/off switch, 3-piece deluxe tool set,  telescopic wand, 
12” floor brush, hose hanger, and tool bag. 

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’, and 50’.

Central Vacuum cleaning 
Accessory Packages

* K3080-TV available colors: white, red and black. * K3085-TV available colors: white and red.

K3080-TV (ET-1) 12”  
30’ 13/8” crush-proof TV hose, 3-way switch,  commercial 
grade Sebo  powerhead with geared belt, height 
adjustment, easy-out roller, swivel neck,  integrated wand, 
t elescopic wand, 3-piece deluxe tool set, 12” floor brush, 
hose hanger, and tool bag.  

*Hose lengths: 30’, 35’, 40’ and 50’
*For super valves order as (DC)
*See colors below.



6-1329 Niakwa Road E, Winnipeg, MB  R2J 3T4

T 204 256.5208
thorovac.com
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Hose Management System

Install Kit

KD2-100-RETRA

RETRA-__-BLUE 
(30,40,50,60)

KE1-60-RETRA

RETRA-__-NOSOCK 
(30,40,50,60)

Battery 
Power head

RETRA-ATTACH

Turbo Cat Wireless remote 
control handle


